Hardening security networks to protect against illicit entry, system hijacking, data theft, and ransomware; ensures continuity of operations and positive customer relations.

**Systems on the Internet are at risk unless security is built in!**

- Security Cameras
- Access Control
- Remote Entry
- VOIP
- SCADA
- Access Computers
- Wireless Controls
- Teleconferencing
- Point of Sale
- Internet of Things (IoT)

**Our Services:**
*Red Teaming* — Builds security into network system design
*Network Design* — Segregates data from “working” networks
*System Upgrade Monitoring* — Ensures systems remain updated
*Penetration Testing* — Tests against remote attacks

**Our Products:**
Phishkill® — Reduces susceptibility to phishing by over 80%
Tigerphish™ — Next generation server and workstation protection
Cleanphish™ — Restores system operations and mitigates impacts

**Impact:** Reduces susceptibility to intrusions causing financial loss, identity theft, ransomware and damaged customer relations

**Our Team:**
Multi-disciplinary, experienced, international group of former NSA white-hat hackers, computer and behavioral scientists, and network specialists

**Current and Recent Clients:**
Veterans’ Administration, US Cyber Command, Army Cyber, DoD, USMC

Contact info@techmis.com to get protected or visit cyber.techmis.com

Contract: GS00F215GA